Appointment of Operations Manager

External Adjudicating Organization
Judges whether the requirements of the institutional regulatory standards for the management of an operator are fulfilled (in addition to a practical operations test, training and an oral exam (part can be written), judgment is made after confirming the person's background, etc.)

Must be nominated
Confirmation, such as judgment process (ordinance, notice, internal rules)

Standards for Operations Manager (National Standards)
- Experience of operating nuclear reactors for five years or longer
- Experience of operating the same type of reactor for more than 6 months in past 1 year.
- Management supervisor rank
- Knowledge/skills related to nuclear reactors

Electricity Utility

- Must be nominated
- Confirmation, such as judgment process (ordinance, notice, internal rules)

Director of Operator (Installer of nuclear reactor)

Operations managers/qualified persons

Operations managers (shift supervisors)

Appointed

Appointed from among managers of operations who meet the standards stipulated by Nuclear Safety Regulation Authority as per the Safety Regulations.